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The Statistical C()nsulting Section has. had a great year. Firstly, our sessions at the ASA 
Annual Meeting in Toronto were resounding 'successes. We would like to thank all t.he speakers who 
made these sessions worthwhile. Thanks again to Marcia Gumpetz, who organized such wonderful 
sessions. Even at the session on the morningofthe last day, we had a die-hard attendance of close to 
100, who engaged ina lively discussion ofethics in statistical consulting .. Two continuing education 
short courses were also well received. Many thanks to the presenters: Janice Den, Sandra Stinnett, 
and Chris Chatfield. 

Secondly, this year we have formally established a Section funding award that is chaired by 
Dallas Johnson., St. Cloud State University IS the first reCipient of a $1,000 grant for its Data 
Analysis Contest this falL ;. 

Thirdly, I would like ~o share some thoughts' with you before departing as the chair of 1994. 
The Statistical Consulting Section presently consists of 1,440 members, about 15% of whom are 
from Canada and other foreign countries, including Tunisia, Hong Kong, Taiwan, England, the 
Netherlands, etc. About 30% of our members are from: academia, 20% from industries, including 
hospitals, services .organizations, etc., and 2% from government. The rest of them (about half) 
are either n.ot affiliated with specific professions or are still in graduate school. Out of the 1,440 
members, about 3% (41) are ASA fellows. However, 90% of our executive committee members 
are drawn from academia;. and the remaining 10% come from industry. We could certainly benefit 
from the leadership of an executive committee which more closely reflected the actual institutional 
orientations of our members. In particular, I would sincerely encourage our colleagues in industry 
to participate even . more actively in the Section's activities. 
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.In QthefprQfessiQnal s~ctQrsj the rQlesQf statisticians have cha:ngedvery little.CQnsultiIig has, 
hQwever, becQme mQre intensive in recent times. In addition tQ ptQvlding cQnsultatiQn, statisticians 
are expected tQ act as negQtiatQrs between variQus internal and external suppliers and custQmers. 
In .order tQ promQte the prQper use .of statistical methQds and tQ alleviate the agQny .of negQtiatiQn, 
I belie~e we need tQ extend .our SectiQn's .objectives tQ educating lll'ember~ .of Qthe~ PfQfessiQnaJ 
sectQrs abQut cQllabQratiQn. WhQ better tQ educate .our clients than we, whQ are in regular CQntact 
with them? 

The CQnsulting SectiQn CQuid certainly be the frQnt runner .of the ASA QrganizatiQn in the 
.outreach effQrt tQ .other prQfessiQnal sectQrs,since we have already established a reputatiQn fQr 
training cQnsultants thrQugh the annual meetings and through continuing educatiQn prQgrams. 
Thus, we could extend .our influence tQ .other prQfessiQnal sectors by being receptive tQ their needs 
and requirements atrwQrk. The infQrmatiQn can then be used fQr .outreach either via training 
materials .or attending prQfessiQnal meetings .of .other sectQrs. Last but nQt least, 1 welcome any 
thQughts pertaining tQ QurSectiQn's activfties fQr the remainder .0£1994. I can be reached bye-mail: 

Sarah_ T _YQung%nQtes@sb;cQm@INET 

PhQne: (610) 832-3968 

FAX: (610) 832-3628 


Thank yQU fQr allQwing me tQ serve yQU this year. I enjQy my invQlvement with .our SectiQn. 


A Problem in Statistical Consulting Ethics 

Harry J. Khamis 

Statistical CQnsulting Center 


Wright State University 

DaytQn,OH 45435 

The sessiQn .on "Ethics in Statistical CQnsulting" presente(i ,at the JQint Statistical Meetings 
in TQrQntQ prqvided a very interesting and thQught-prQvQ~ing discussiQn invQlving difficult ethical 
dilemmas. This sessiQn.has prQmpted me tQ submit a difficult consulting situatiQn that .occurred 
at Wright State University. 
Background 

A Wright State University graduate student cQnsulted with. Dr. Kathleen Beal, . .one ,.of the 
cQnsultants here at the StatisticalCQnsulting Center; abQut hQW tQ 'analyze her data, The desigJtl. 
was straightfQrward: a three-factQr repeated measures ANOVA, with repeated measures .on .one 
.of the factQrs, and fQur slJ,bjects randQmly assigne(i tQ each .of the 20 factQrlev~1 cQmbinatiQns 
invQlving the remainingtwQ factQrs. Thegraduate student carried .out the analyses herself and 
subsequently defended her thesis successfully. .. ". 

Afterthis student graduated, her advisQr submitted.<\. manuscript based .on the thesis wQrk tQ 
ap~er-reviewed conference prQceedings, induding the student's name as one of theeQauthQrs.but 
npt giving her the QPPQrtunity tQreview, the manuscript befQre submissiQn.The ,manuscript was 
cQnditiqnally accepted by the editQr~ the" statistical 'part .of the ma,nuscript was nQt questioned at 
all. SQ; it was. a simple matter of revising the manuscript accQrding tQ the .referees' CQmments and 
resubmitting fQr final <\.pprQval.. 
Problem 

BefQre resubmissiQn, the student had the QPP?rtunity tQreview the manuscript and nQticed .that 
her advisQr had rerun the analyses withQut including the SUBJECT term in the mQdel, which led 
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to.a declaration of significance for more of the model terms, and hence more interesting conclusions, 
than appeared in the thesis. The student thereupon insisted that her advisor replace the' analysis 
in the manuscript w\th the analysis and results from the thesis (which inGlu~ed the SUBJECT 
term in the model, but which resulted in fewer significant effects). The advisor refused to do this, 
threatening to remove the student's name from the coauthor list on the manuscript. The student 
consulted with the chair of her department and a senior faculty member and finally came to us 
asking that we intervene. How shol1ld we respond to this request? 
Solution? 

Upon reflecting on the situation, any number of ways to deal with this dilemma come to mind. 
Consider the following possible responses. 

1. 	 Claim that we have done our job and refuse to insert ourselves into a potentially explosive 
situation between a graduate student and her advisor,arguing that it is the department 
chair's responsibility to resolve sl1ch problems. 

2. 	 Advise the student to go along with her advisor since she could not possibly win a subject
mat,ter argument against her own advisor, especially when the editor has already accepted 
the statistical component of the paper. 

3. Advise the student to withdraw her name from the paper and write her own manuscript. 

4. Advise the student to contact the editor of the proceedings expressing her objection. 

5. 	 Explain to the advisor that conducting a repeated measures ANOVA without including the 
SUBJECT' term is wrong and that she should rewrite the paper reporting the results from 
the thesis. 

I contend that none of these solutions is ideal. Response 1 is unacceptable because the disagree
ment centers on a statistical issue, and noy, to deal with it is tantamount to "passing the buck." 
The advice given in response 2 is unacceptable because the actions of the advisor may be wrong. 
The advice given in responses 3 and 4 would not result in a constructive resolution of the problem; 
rather, it would open up the dissension to ,other professionals outside the university. Response 5 
may not be the correct action to take because there are conditions under which the advisor's model 
is not incorrect. 

The action that was actually taken to resolve this issue seemed to be superior to any of those 
above; both parties seemed to accept the final recommendation as being fair and technically correct. 
Here's what happened. After conferring with Dr. Dan Voss, who is our specialist in experimental 
design, Dr. Beal advised both parties ,that in assessing model adequacy, a goodness of fit test 
can be conducted in order to determine if the model that does not include the SUBJECT term is 
appropriate (Le., if the a priori assumption of negligible SUBJECT effects is valid). After describing 
how the test should be done, she offered to conduct the test herself. The goodness of fit test indicated 
that the SUBJECT term was highly significant, and Dr. Beal thereupon recommended that the a 
priori decision not to include the SUBJECT effect in the model appeared ill-founded. 

Because the two models differed substantially, and because it is very unusual not to include 
the SUBJECT effect in a repeated measures ANOVA, we were convinced before conducting the 
goodness of fit test that the faculty member erred, especially when no convincing argument was 
given for excluding the SUBJECT term. However, instead of simply declaring the student to be right 
and the faculty member wrong, we felt that it would be more politically palatable and constructive 
to acknowledge that there are conditions (however unlikely) under which the SUBJECT term can 
be excluded from the model (however unwise) as a face-saving resolution to the disagreement. It is 
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unfortunate that this problem was not identified in the editorial review process of the conference 
proceedings; details of the statistical analyses were included in the manuscript that was submitted, 
so it could easily be determined that the SUBJECT term was not included in the model. 
Conclusion . \ , 

After convincing the faculty member that the model appearing in the manuscript was incorrect, 
the paper was withdrawn. from consideration. Th~ faculty member judged that, with SUBJECT 
in the model, the editor would not publish the paper because none of the effects of interest were 
found to be statistically significant. 

This consulting problem is interesting from an ethics point of view. The difficulty involves 
political and emotional considerations more than technical cQnsiderations. While the technical 
issue was easily resolved, our role in how to communicate that technical information and provide 
a recommendation became quite sensitivej it could have had a significant impact on a faculty 
member's reputation, a student's first published work, a department's relations, and potentially 
the entire university. 

Report from the 1994 Program Chair 

Marcia Gumpertz 

North Carolina State University 


Raleigh, NC 27695-8203 


The Section on Statistical Consulting sponsored five sessions a.t the Joint Statistical Meetings 
in Toronto August 14-18, 1994. All were very well received with attendance well over 100 people 
in most of the sessions. Many thanks to all of the participants. Here follows a short summary 
of the sessions that I was able to· attend. The complete text of these papers will appear in the 
Proceedings of the Statistical Education, Statistical Consulting, and Teaching of Statistics in the 
Health Sciences seCtions; 
Monday August 15, 10:30-12:20; . 

Larry Hamilton of the University of New Hampshire organized an invited paper session enti
tled ,"Robust Regression in Practice". Christopher Croux and Peter Rousseeuw of the University 
of Antwerp began the session with a clear exposition of robust regression methods including the 
least median of squares estimator, the least trimmed squares estimator, the least quartile difference 
estimator, generalized S-estimators, and TAU estimators. Arnold Stromberg of the University of 
Kentucky presented LISP-STAT software for computing the least median of squares, least trimmed 
squares, andMM robust regression estimators. William Gould and William Rogers of Stata Corpo
ration presented quantile regression as an alternative to robust regression. Finally, Joseph McKean, 
Simon Sheather, and Th,omas Hettmanspergerwrapped up the session with a discussion of the in
terpretation of residual plots from least median of squares and least trimmed squares regressron. 
From the perspective of a novice to robust regression, this provided a most useful introduction. 
Tuesday August. 16, 8:30.,.10:20. 

Several aspects of mixed effects linear models were discussed in the special contributed session 
entitled "Inconsistencies in Current Practice: Handling Interactions between Fixed and Random 
Effects" organized by Francis Giesbrecht of North Carolina State University. Special problems of 
mixed effects models that arise in industrial settings, in survey samples, and in the biopharma
ceutical industry were the focus of the papers by Andre Khuri, Babubhai Shah, and Karl Peace, 
respectively. Andre Khuri of the University of Florida demonstrated how to optimize a. response 
function· in the presence of random effects. Bhabubhai Shah of Research Triangle Institute pre
sented a generalized survey model that incorporates sampling design inclusion probabilities into 
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mixed effects models. Karl Peace discussed practical aspects of implementation in clinical trials. 
David Blouin of Louisiana state University, and Charles McCulloch of Cornell University presented 
papers dealing with .fundamental ideas underlying mixed models. Charles McCulloch argued that 
the decision of whether an effect is fixed or randoll). should be based on the distribution of the 
levels rather than on the inferences that we wish to make and that we can make inferences about 
specific levels of a random factor by using best linear unbiased predictors. David Blouin's paper, 
perhaps the most controversial of the session, argued that in many situations such as randomized 
block designs, interaction terms such as block x treatment should be excluded from the model even 
if there is enough replication to estimate them. 
Wednesday August 17, 8:30~10:20. 

Contributed Papers. 
Chair: Shelley Bull, University of Toronto; Samuel Lunenfeld Research Inst 

(1) David Jarjoura and Joan Speight, Northeastern Ohio Univ Collof Medicine "Statistical Con
sulting as Alchemy" 

(2) 	Margaret Reterson, Hospital for Special Surgery, NY "In-House Consultation in an Or
thopaedic Teaching Hospital - STAT!" 

(3) Nancy Fenn Buderer, St Vincent Med Ctr; and Edward Peterson, Henry Ford Health Sci 
Center "Confidence Intervals and Testing for Screening Parameters in the Case of Multiple 
Observations per Subject" 

(4) Turkan Gardenier, Equal Employment Opportunity Comm. "A Simulation-Oriented Approach 
to Disparate Impact" 

(5) Iris Yeung, City Polytechnic of Hong Kong; and James Lam, U of Hong Kong "Comparison 
of Analog and Digital Simulation on. Some Continuous Time Systems" 

Wednesday August 17, 10:30-12:20. 
Special Contributed Session: "Training and Consulting fQr Industry: What's Missing?" 
Organizer: Stephen T. Dziuban of Logicon R&D Assoc. 

(1) Gerald Hahn, General Electric; and Donald Marquardt, Donald Marquardt and Assoc. 	"The 
Proactive Statistician in a Meaner JLeaner Environment" 

, . . 	 , . 

(2) C. Ray Crain, C. Ray Crain Consulting 	"The Statistical Consultant in an Organizational 
Setting" 

(3) Patrick Spagon and Jack Reece; SEMATECH. "Linked Training and Consulting in 	the Semi
conductor Industry: The SEMATECH Approach" 

(4) Stephen Dziuban, Logicon R&D Assoc. 	 "Compter-Based Techniques for Realism and Rele
vancy in Consulting" 

(5) Discussion 

Thursday August 18, 8:30-10:20. 
Ronald Wasserstein of Washburn University chaired a panel discussion entitled "Ethics in 

StatisicalConsulting" that was organized by William Bridges of Clemson University. John Boyer 
of Kansas State University posed a hypothetical situation in which a consulting client came to the 
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consjultant for advice on experimental design,' then for various reasons disregarded the advice and 
ended up with an experiment with very little. replication for some effects and no replication for 
others, and eventually,. came back to the statistical consultant for. help with the statistical analysjs. 
The question was: what are the statistical consultant's responsibilities to the 'client in this kind 
ofsituation? The panelists: Barbara Mann of Wright State University, Dallas Johnson of Kansas 
State .University, Donald Marqua,rdt,and myself,gave a wide range of responses. At one extreme, 
one panelist felt that the consultant had a strong responsibility to explain the results that could be 
obtaine~l from different experimental designs, including power to be expected from different designs 
in the initial meeting, but that if the experiment that was actually done was very poorly designed, 
it was the consultant's responsibility to tell the client that analysis of the data was not going to 
be fruitful and leave it at that. At the other extreme, and this was the majority position on the 
panel, it was felt that ontea consultant had "begun working with a client, it was the consultant's 
responsibility to find an appropriate analysis for the data. After the panelists presented their views, 
there was much discussion from the floor. This appears to be an. issue that is familiar to all. It was 
gratifying to see the level of commitment to consulting and to service that was expressed by the 
members of the panel. 

Editor's Note: The Cleveland Chapter recently, October 1, offered the Janice Derr & Sandra 
Stinnett workshop. The description of the course is of sufficient interest that it warrants a second 
look. 

Skills to Increase Effectiveness in Statistical Consulting and 
Collaboration 

A workshop Sponsored by The Cleveland Chapter 

of The American Statistical Association 


October 1, 1994 


Janice A. Derr, Pennsylvania State University 

Sandra S. Stinnett, Consultant, Chapel Hill NC 


·Effective statistical consulting and collaboration require skill in communication, organization 
and negotiation. The purpose of this workshop is to show statisticians how to develop these skills 
and become effective in their interactions with people from other professions. Specific topics to be 
covered in the workshop include how to: 

• ask good questions 

• present technical material clearly 

.. manage the consulting session 

• organize consulting projects 

• negotiate for mutually satisfying outcomes 

• evaluate and improv~ effectiveness 
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Drs. Derr and Stinnett will illustrate these skills using lectures and video demonstrations. After 
the presentation ofeach topic, participants will practice the ,corresponding 'skills in small groups 
using role plays and, exercises designed to enhance learning. Then the small$I,'QuP experiences will 
be shared with all workshop participants in order to expand the coverage of issues. 

The instructors also will model effective consulting skills'through their approach to conducting 
the workshop. They will: ' 

• develop a sense of shared responsibility with the participants for the success of the course 

• use a pre-course survey to gather'information about participants' interest and concerns 

• incorporate material from the pre-course survey into the 'teaching agenda 

• seek input from participants'by collecting "minute reports" after each major topic and then 
allocate time during the course to address specific concerns 

" .,',; 

This approach represents the strategy of an effective statistical consultant who creates a shared 
sense of responsibility with the client for the outcome~f the interaction, who regularly seeks input 
from the client, and who is well prepared for the int~raction but ~lso willing to be flexible in response 
to specific circumstances, 

About the Authors 


Dr. Janice Derr and Dr. Sanara Stinnett presented this workshop previously at the 1993 ASA 

meetings in San Francisco and at the 1994 ASA meetings in Toronto. They are also collaborating 

on a textbook to accompany a statistical consulting practicum. 


Janice Derr is Managing Director of the Statistical Consulting Center at Penn State University. 

Dr. Derr has taught the Statistical Consulting Practicum there since 1986, and has developed the 

videotape series "Communication Skills in Statistical Consulting" for use in training. She has also 

developed training programs for users of statIstics and has presented several papers on effectiveness 

and training in statistical consulting. Dr. Derr was instrumental in founding the ASA Section on 

StatisticalCo:llsulting and was editor of its newsletter, The Statistical CO'nsultant, from 198~. to 

i991., Currently she serves on the executive board of the ASA Section on 'Statistical ConsultIng 


. ", ",( -. " 

and the; Section on Statistical Education. .. . "", .,.,.' 

Sandra Stinnett ;is an independent statistical consultant in 'Chapel Hill, North CarolinlL.' ' n~. 
Stinnett was CQordinator of the Biometric Consulting Laboratory in the Depa.rtment of Biostatistics 
at the University of North Carolina from 1983 to 1986. She received a grant for developing and 
teaching the course Principles of Statistical Consulting for the department from 1988 to 1990. Based 
on that experience, she has produced several presentations and articles on the training of statistical 
consultants, including those describing techniques for the videotaping. In addition, Dr. Stinnett 
has consulted independently since 1988, working with university and corporate clients primarily for 
pharmaceutical projects. Recently, she was elected 1995 Chair for the ASA Section on Statistical 
Consulting. 

5 Call for Contributions 

Anyone wishing to publish an article in this forum on any aspect of Consulting contact Rob 
Leighty. I am particularly interested in contributions concerning 
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• 	 Consulting problems suitable for a problem corner- Difficult consulting problems that we 
could write up with a call for comment by our readership. While this is clearly less responsive 
than a consulting news network, it does provide a mechanism for obtaining feedback on vexiTlg 
problems. ' " 

• 	 Reviews of books, . tapes, software or other educational materials appropriate for those who 
perform statistical consulting or statistical consulting education. We would be interested in 
suggestions for items you would, like having reviewed. 

• 	 Articles on non-statistical aspects of statistical consulting 

• 	Case studies suitable for presentation in classroom settings 

My email address is rml@osustat.mps.ohio-state.edu. My US maI1 address is: 

Department of Statis~ics 


The Ohio State University 

1958 Neil Avenue 


Columbus, Ohio 43210-1247. 
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